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FENDER FLUTES

Device made of white nylon and used to fit and adjust the height of fenders,
without knots. A rope of diameter 8mm should be used on the fenders.

Fender storageCode For guardrail mm For stays mm
33.107.00 Tubes 22725 Cable 6/8

Removable fender hooking device
AISI 316

 

Fenders can be placed and removed in a matter of seconds. Mirror-polished
AISI316 stainless steel.

 Fender hooking deviceCode For lines mm  mm Ring Ø mm
33.105.00 8/12 31x77x55H 25

Leather hooking device for fenders
Removable hooking device for fenders.
Outer leather coating, it fits all handrails or tubular up to 50mm diam.
Inner woollen lining to prevent both slipping and scratching.
Wide hook&loop fasteners to close the end part.
A cam cleat fitted with polished stainless steel toothed Delrin side cheeks, suitable for 10- to 14-mm
diameter ropes, adjusts the fender height whenever necessary.
Two stainless steel plates are placed inside to ensure a firm and secure fastening of the cam cleat and
improve the aesthetic look of the device.
Stainless steel ring to let the rope through.

 Hooking device for fendersCode Length (open) cm Width cm Finish
33.101.00 45 14 Leather color outside, inner lining made of black 

wool
Leather colours, accessory inside lining and dimensions are customizable for quantities greater than pcs. 6.

 

FEND FIX fender hooking device
Fenders can be easily adjusted and moved around along the guard-rail in a matter of seconds.

 Fender hooking deviceCode For guardrail 
mm

Fender line 
Ø mm

33.108.00 cable 6/8 6/8 2
33.108.02 tubes 20/25 6/8 2
33.108.03 tubes 26/32 6/10 2

 

Polypropylene rope with 32 strands
Specially designed for fastening fenders; made without a core, easy to splice without requiring any
specific knowledge.

 RopesFlat bar mm Nominal Ø 
mm

 White  Navy blue  Grey  Black Breaking 
load kg

3,3x18 10 06.444.10 06.444.20 06.444.70 06.444.80 350 50
4,5x20 14 06.444.11 06.444.21 06.444.71 06.444.81 600 50
5,6x25 18 06.444.12 06.444.22 06.444.72 06.444.82 850 50

 

Lines for hanging fenders with eye, made of high-strength polyester
Polyester double braid with hand-spliced eye.

Ropes

 White  Blue  Black Ø mm Length m
06.444.46 06.444.59 06.444.54 6 1.5
06.444.50 06.444.60 06.444.55 8 1.5
06.444.51 06.444.61 06.444.56 10 2
06.444.52 06.444.62 06.444.57 12 2.5


